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how the matter stands in regard to the control of the local Government over works undertaken by local boards which have been brought into the same category as municipalities in respect of that control ? Supposing the work is undertaken, road work for example, and it is not properly carried out owing to inefficiency of staff, as a matter of practice do you not look into the matter and take some steps to see that the work is better done ?—In the case of works aided by grants from Government there is very close inspection of work carried out, and the local engineering staff are closely supervised by the Government engineering officers.
 251.	You have to sanction the scheme in the first
place, have you not ?—If it costs more than a certain
amount.
 252.	Therefore in respect of such scheme there is
supervision and control to secure efficiency ?—There
is an attempt to secure it.
 253.	That is what I want to know.    You do not
consider the control is sufficient for the purpose ?	
In the end it could only be enforced by compelling members of the local body themselves to pay in cases where money has been wanted, but that has never been done.
 254.	Suppose that the road is made of bad material
for which a grant has been obtained, is it not possible
to see that it is set right ?—Yes, and that is very
often done.    Orders are issued, and they are more
or less executive orders, and the contractor is made
to put in proper material and do the work over
again.
 255.	Therefore in respect of all works for which
grants  are  made by  the  provincial Government,
you do secure efficiency by control, or some efficiency ?
—Sonae-efficiency.
 256.	Do  you  think  that  powers  ought  to   be
strengthened for that purpose, because I am aware
that the policy has been rather trial aad error, and
to let people profit by their mistakes;   but do you
think there ought to be more power exercised by
the   provincial   governments   m   respect   of   these
matters ?—No   more  power   than  is  possessed  is
required,  but I do think it might be possible to
tighten up the use of the powers that are already
possessed by Government.

 257.	You will forgive me for saying that if your
evidence is justified they ought to be tightened up ?—
I say I think there is room lor a tightening up of
control;    but greater  powers  of  control are not
necessary.    I think we have quite sufficient powers
already.
 258.	It is a question  of the  use of powers ?—
Yes.
259.' You are quite well aware, I know (though I am not quoting it as an exact parallel) that powers of supervision and control are used pretty freely in England ?-~Yes.
 260.	Then I understand you to think that the
Government might turn over a new leaf in this
matter ?—I think during the last three or four years
there has been a gradual tightening of control in
many respects, and it is continuing.
 261.	Then things are improving ?—I think so.-
 262.	The Chairman : Would you turn to pa^ge 140*
of the big book, the same page as that to Which Sir
Zulfiqar called attention.    I realise that what is there
being quoted is before your time—this Note, and so
on—but it, sets out apparently a formula or a prin
ciple which was devised to be applied to the con
stitution of municipal bodies ; is not thatso ?—Yes.
 263.	I do not clearly understand what the formula
means.   It seems to me that elected seats on muni
cipal bodies should be distributed among tfie com
munities in proportion to their population as modified
arithmetically by their voting strength.   I should
like to have a little description of what that means.
Suppose you have, for the sake of argument, one
community which has a population of  5,000,000
and another community which has a population of
 10,000,000. Suppose when you come to voting strength the smaller community has a voting strength of 50,000, and the larger community has a voting strength of 70,000, what is meant by saying that you will distribute elected seats among the communities in proportion to their population—that is not as 1 to 2, but as " modified arithmetically by their voting strength ? " That would mean as 50 is to 70. —It is not at all happily expressed. What really is done is to take the number produced by applying the population figures. Supposing that there were nine members to be elected, in your example, you would give three to the one community and six to the other on the basis of population. I do not quite know what it would work out to on the basis of voting strength, five-twelfths and seven-twelfths of the number.
 264.	Then would you say that in view of the fact
that the smaller community was exceedingly strong
in voting strength, instead of calling it 3 you would
call it 4 ?—No, you take the actual calculation.    You
divide the nine members in the proportion of 50-120
and 70-120.
 265.	Then why do you begin by referring to the
population ?—You first of all get the figure for the
population,   which  gives  you   3  members  for one
community and 6 for the other.    Then you take
the voting strength, which would perhaps give you
4 members and  5,  and then you take the mean
between the two.
 266.	That is plain enough.   If you look at page 19*
you see there not indeed now in reference to muni
cipalities but in reference to the legislative council;
some figures of which the bottom line is " Distribu
tion on mean," which is taking the arithmetical
mean, between the two ?—Yes.
 267.	" Modified arithmetically" then means taking
the arithmetical mean ?—Quite.
 268.	The   other   question   is  this,   and   I   think
perhaps it is more important.   We are only for the
moment   thinking   of   municipalities   and   district
boards in the Punjab, but those who have the re
sponsibility of   going  round   India   (Sir   Sankaran
Nair  and his  colleagues,   and my  colleagues  and
myself)  naturally are  thinking of  comparison be
tween one province and another.    As I make it out
(and I say this to the Conference quite as much as
to the witness) the problem of securing some repre
sentation for minorities in municipalities and district
boards is a problem that has had to be faced in all
parts of British India.    It seems. to me it has been
dealt with, o"r attempted to be dealt with, in one of
two ways, and the ways axe different according to
the province one happens to speak of.    In Bombay,
lor example, we have learned (or at least I have;
others may have known already) that the method
that is adopted is not the method of nominated
members  to  secure  some  representation   for   the
minority, but is a method, in the case of Bombay
both in the district boards and municipalities, of
securing separate election for certain communities,
. as for instance, the Muslim community, or at any rate in the case of certain municipalities making wards in such a way that you in fact get a block of this religion or the other. As I understand it, though in Bombay, and I think we shall find also in the United Provinces, provision exists for the separate election of Muslims, both in the municipalities an4 district boards, here in the Punjab an actual working provision is that as far as the district boards are concerned there is no communal election as far as the municipalities are concerned there in effect is. Is that right ?—Only to a limited extent,,
 269.	To the extent of how many municipalities ?
—There are 107, and in about 50 there are communal
electorates.
 270.	In about half ?—In addition there,  are alj.
the smaller towns which are- not municipalities bait
are called small towns.   There are over 110 of them*
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